PAINT TO BE PROUD OF

WEMBLEY STADIUM - WEMBLEY

PAINTER & DECORATORS: 				
Alldec Northern

SURFACE: 					
Walls

PRODUCTS: 					
Acrylic Durable Matt

SUBSTRATE: 					
Plaster & Brickwork

Johnstone’s Trade has put in another crowd-pleasing performance, this time as part of the extensive
refurbishment of Wembley Stadium.
The stadium’s high-traffic internal spaces, including entrance vestibules and corridors, have been decorated to an
exceptionally high standard by Alldec Northern using Johnstone’s Acrylic Durable Matt to provide an attractive, highly durable
paint finish.
The use of Johnstone’s Acrylic Durable Matt enabled Alldec Northern to successfully deliver the contract within a tight threemonth time frame despite the fact that the stadium remained in use throughout. The paint’s fast-drying and low-odour
properties allowed the redecoration programme to run simultaneously alongside the many high-profile events that were
being held, with minimal disruption and inconvenience caused to the users and staff of the stadium.
The specification of Johnstone’s Acrylic Durable Matt is also set to benefit the long-term maintenance requirements of the
stadium thanks to its smooth finish which aides easy cleaning. Offering exceptional durability, the paint can be scrubbed
and washed without any detriment to its appearance.
The practical advantages were further complemented by its design flexibility, with a comprehensive palette of 12 different
colours compiled by Johnstone’s colour consultants in conjunction with the client for use on the stadium.
Commenting on the prestigious contract, Simon Carr from Alldec Northern said: “The Johnstone’s team were a great help
during the project. They provided a unique and professional service in regards to recommending the products needed for
the work we were carrying out, as well as detailed colour matching. For work at the magnitude of Wembley Stadium, I’d
definitely recommend Johnstone’s for the job.”
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As official sponsors of the Johnstone’s Paint Trophy, which hosts its final at the venue, the contract further strengthens the
positive relationship between Johnstone’s and Wembley Stadium.
Alldec recently came top in the Commercial Category at the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year 2014 awards after impressing the
judges with its work at the iconic stadium.
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